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The Eurobarometer – We all know

� Since 1973, The Eurobarometer has been an important tool for 

democracy in Europe as it provides information for the leaders to 

shape their policies.

� It is the biggest opinion tracking survey in the world, in terms of � It is the biggest opinion tracking survey in the world, in terms of 

frequency, coverage and size of questionnaires.

� It allows academics to study trends and patterns in European opinions 

and understand more about how society changes through time, as well 

as the regional differences that exist in Europe.

� TNS is responsible for the Eurobarometer. 



The Eurobarometer – the real thing

It’s big – it’s heavy

It’s repetitive

It’s consistent 

Single data collection mode

Homogeneous multi stage random 

sampling

Geographical coverage

It’s a framework contract



Eurobarometer: Geographical coverage

Up to 

34 countries



The Eurobarometer in figures

Number of F2F interviews = approx. 200 000 per year

Number of questions asked = approx. 1 000 per year

Number of countries = up to 34

Regional and national languages covered = 46

Number of topics = 25-30 per year

Processing = close to 50 000 tables per waveProcessing = close to 50 000 tables per wave

Reporting = 30 to 40 reports per year



Some examples of EB topics



The Eurobarometer – A tool for the European institutions

The European Commission & The European 
Parliament
The Transparency rule 

« Please note that all results coming out of thematical, 
ad hoc surveys are the property of the requesting 
service, however the duration of the embargo cannot service, however the duration of the embargo cannot 
exceed 2 years. The results of such surveys constitute 
working tools for the Commission» 

(source Europa web site 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/public_opinion/)



The key principles for managing research in a 

multinational context, like the Eurobarometer

It is all too often the case that one considers an 

international study as an accumulation of national 

studies conducted in different countries. 

On the contrary, an international study has its own 

principles and refers to specific rules that are often 

simply ignored when we talk about a national survey. 



The key principles for managing research in a 

multinational context, like the Eurobarometer

• Consistency

• Replicability

• Robustness

• Error free• Error free

• Timely

• Cost effectiveness

How do we reach those 

targets? 



Research Management and quality controls

Communication

Translation

Fieldwork monitoringFieldwork monitoring

Quality controls

Reporting



A communication platform

� In Multi country surveys, E-mail 
exchanges are too many and are 
not always sufficient. 
(close to 1000 e-mails per survey of 30 countries 

Communication is a key element:

(close to 1000 e-mails per survey of 30 countries 
exchanged over 20 days)

� Too much communication kills 
communication

� Efficient handling of last minute 
changes



TNSInfo – a communication platform

� Secure the transfer of key material of the survey

� Reduce the amount of information transferred 

A Web Portal dedicated to multi-country social surveys

� Work as an alert and monitoring 

system for the Coordination 

project management

� Central location of all 

coordination tools

� Archiving the past...



TNSInfo – a communication platform



Translation: A crucial process in a limited timeframe

Objectives:

� A precise national translation(s)

� An error free proof reading

� A “smoother” and quicker central proof reading

� A central back translation process� A central back translation process

� A specific management of trend 

questions 

����

“quality vs timing”

OPTIMIZATION



Translation: the process
 

Finalised 
master Partner 

institutes 
translate the 
questionnaire 

National 
Partner  

TNS opinion Translators 

Transfers 
translation of 
questionnaire 

Checks feedback 
and transfers to 

Adapt 
translation 

Proof 
reading: Give 
feedback on 
translation 
and write 

revision report 

16

institute 
translation 

according to 
feedback 

Checks and 
sends for back 

translation 
Back 

translation 

Checks back 
translation 

Change 
questionnaire if 

necessary 
Approves field 

versions 



Translation: the risks

Number of people intervening
� National translators

� Proof readers

� Back translators

Documents flow

Short timeframe 

����

“solution: a single 
translation plaform, TNSQuest”



Translations: quality controls

A platform that facilitates the translation process and its control



TNSQuest: important feature

����
Creating homogeneity

Saving time and errors



TNSQUEST – Driving innovation a step further

translation

Scripts
PAPI

TNSQuest

translation

Showcards

Outputs Questionnaire 

design



Fieldwork Monitoring  

� Communication, timeliness, responsiveness and 
quality control are crucial. The Progress Tracker gives 
management and Members up-to-date insight in the 
state of affairs. Fieldwork progress is recorded in the 
Progress Tracker database.

Objectives:

– Identify as early as possible 

potential delays

– Anticipate and implement 

solutions



Fieldwork Monitoring  - The Progress Tracker

• To follow the progress of each country (number of 

interviews conducted so far, delivery status,…)



QUALITY CONTROLS – Data

Automatic Online Data Checking

� Automated checking of all data files

� A fully automatic process 

� Important savings in terms of executive time and 

errors

� Monitoring interviewers’ performance



QUALITY CONTROLS – Online Data Checking



QUALITY CONTROLS – Online Data Checking

Standard reporting of errors and comments



QUALITY CONTROLS 

• Central controls

– Fieldwork– Fieldwork

– Data

More in details



QUALITY CONTROLS 

• Fieldwork:

• Common Contact sheets to all countries

• Sampling

• Contact procedure• Contact procedure

• Response rate calculation

• Central control at micro level

• Per interviewer

• Dates and hours

• Level of “similarity”



QUALITY CONTROLS – Trend questions

• Quality Controls

� Automated checking of trend evolution

� Comparison of differences with average’s Comparison of differences with average’s 

evolution

� Access to historical data to a better 

understanding/explanations of some differences



QUALITY CONTROLS – Trend questions



QUALITY CONTROLS – Trend questions

Historical data



thank you!

vielen Dank!

tack!
merci!

bedankt!
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grazie mille!

tack!bedankt!

muchas gracias!
kiitos!


